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Introduction
Richland Heights West is a unique inner city neighborhood containing 
mostly older homes on 1 acre lots.  The neighborhood has a distinctive 
rural character with unpaved roads and extensive native vegetation.  
The residents have worked hard to maintain the character of the 
neighborhood under pressures from development and modernization.  
The welcoming streets provide a strong pedestrian environment that 
invites people from their homes and from surrounding areas.  Cut 
through vehicular traffic is an issue that the neighborhood is battling 
as it reduces pedestrian safety and increases dust from the roads.  
Attempts have been made to divert, redirect and block access points 
at the edges and within the neighborhood. 

Richland Heights West neighborhood approached the Drachman Institute 
in 2005-2006 requesting assistance with the redesign of three traffic 
barrier installations at the southern boarder of their neighborhood.  
Several alternative design solutions were presented and synthsized for 
the final designs.



Client Needs

This traffic barrier redesign project aims to reduce, redirect and 
slow traffic into and from Richland Heights West neighborhood.  
Traffic calming and diversion techniques became important issues 
as the project developed.  With limited funds and low maintainance 
requirements, the neighborhood saught to improve the appearance 
of the entries without inviting undue attention from non-residents.  
The character of the designed had to fit into the rural neighborhood 
identity and utilize low water use, native plants.



Contextual Analysis
Richland Heights West is 
bounded by Mountain Ave. on 
the West, Campbell Ave. on 
the East, Ft. Lowell Rd. on the 
south and Prince Ave. on the 
North.  The residential portion 
of the neighborhood is located 
within the interior, surrounded 
on three sides by commercial 
development.  This interior 
location reduces  visibility into 
the  neighborhood and allows 
for a  rural neighborhood 
character  to exist  in  midtown 
Tucson. 



Hardscape and 
Built Elements

A variety of natural 
and manmade 
materials exist 
throughout the 
neighborhood.  These 
existing elements 
should be drawn 
upon to give the 
entries unity and 
connect them to the 
greater neighborhood 
character.



Neighborhood Character AnalysisLandscape

Signage
The existing plant palette within Richland 
Heights West constists primarily of 
native and desert adapted plants.  This 
landscape theme is recommended to reduce 
maintainance and water needs.

Existing signage within Richland 
Heights is severe and lacking 
aesthetic appeal.  Alternative 
entry signage is recommended.



Martin Exit
A similar character 
now exists between 
the three traffic barrior 
sites.  Warning signs 
signal entry and exit 
to the neighborhood.   
Brightly colored posts 
direct traffic and 
narrow the road to  
single lane access.
These cautionary 
elements are working 
to reduce unwanted 
traffic and keep traffic 
speed to a minimum.  
Minimal vegetation is 
located within these 
areas, with watering 
schedules a concern.  
Road erosion, dust 
control and pedestrian 
access must be 
addressed.   



Site Analysis
Vine Exit Cherry Entrance



Alternative Exits

Expression of Neighborhood Identity

Traffic Direction and Reduction

Traffic Calming

- Signage in keeping with neighborhood character

- Native vegetation

- Low stucco walls

- Change of surface to reduce speed 

- Disourage entry through signage

- Reduced views into neighborhood

- Discourage entry through color

- Visual narrowing to reduce speed  

- Reduced entry through “gated” feeling

Expression of Neighborhood Identity

Traffic Direction and Reduction

Traffic Calming

- Signage in keeping with neighborhood character

- Native vegetation

- Rock boulders and sculptural elements

- Change of surface to reduce speed  

- Visual narrowing through vegetation

- Discourage entry through signage

- Reduced views shield cut-through options

- Discourage entry through “Driveway Character”



Preliminary ConceptsAlternative Entries

Expression of Neighborhood Identity

Traffic Direction and Reduction

Traffic Calming

- Signage in keeping with neighborhood character

- Native vegetation

- Split rail fencing

- “Choke point” to reduce speed at entry (visual and physical)

- Signage indicating speed reduction

- Welcoming entry through signage

- Long view into the neighborhood

- Welcoming through flowering vegetation

Expression of Neighborhood Identity

Traffic Direction and Reduction

Traffic Calming

- Signage in keeping with neighborhood character

- Native vegetation

- Split rail fencing and low walls

- Change of surface to reduce speed at entry 

- Signage indicating speed reduction

- Welcoming entry through signage

- Long view into the neighborhood

- Welcoming through flowering vegetation

- Indication of semi-private through scale and materials

- “Choke point” to reduce speed at entry (visual and physical)



Opuntia santa rita
Santa Rita Prickly Pear

Opuntia 
Cow Tongue Prickly Pear

Glandularia gooddingii
Gooding’s Verbena

Baileya multiradiata
Desert Marigold

Larrea tridentata
Creosote

Fouqueria splendens
Ocotillo

Justicia californica
Chuparosa

Echinocactus engelmannii
Hedge-hog Cactus

Split Rail Fence

Marker Boulder

Ferrocactus wislizenii
Fishhook barrel

Parkinsonia microphylla
Foothills Palo Verde

Cherry (Entry Only)



Final Designs

Glandularia gooddingii
Gooding’s Verbena

Baileya multiradiata
Desert Marigold

Fouqueria splendens
Ocotillo

Justicia californica
Chuparosa

Echinocactus engelmannii
Hedge-hog Cactus

Ferrocactus wislizenii
Fishhook barrel

Primary Elements at Entry Only
- Color

-  Longer views into neighborhood

-  Less visual narrowing

View Looking North into Richland Heights West at Cherry Entrance





Final Designs

Primary Elements at Entry Only
- Strong visual narrowing

-  Limited views into neighborhood

-  Low wall to give “private residence” feeling

-  “No Entry” signs to reinforce city signs 



Traffic Calming

Physical and Visual Narrowing

Change of Surface Signage

PEDESTRIAN
ENVIRONMENT

RURAL
NEIGHBORHOOD

Traffic calming strategies can result in active or 
passive design solutions.  This research suggests 
combining natural and built elements to achieve 
the desired results.  Materials chosen should 
reflect the neighborhood character while effectively 
reducing speed.  Site lines should be kept open as 
much as possible to maintain pedestrian safety.  
Signage that graphically illustrates the need for 
reduced speed is encouraged.



Traffic Direction and Reduction

Discouraging
Signage

Welcoming

Exit
Only

No
Outlet

The current strategy adopted by Richland 
Heights West towards traffic direction and 
reduction is working but with minor draw 
backs.  The importance of this issue cannot 
be undersold, it is recommended to modify 
these attempts by elevating the aesthetic and 
pedestrian appeal of the entry and exit sites.  
Included are examples of alternative solutions 
to traffic direction and reduction. 
 

Design Guidelines


